
Ms Aduaka says…

• Make sure you know which topics you need to revise for 
each subject. Use your exam board specifications as a 
revision list.

• Identify which GCSE subjects you need to prioritise to get 
better marks. Create a revision timetable.

• Use revision guides and websites
• Create revision cards in postcard sizes (the cards, could be 

in different colours just to spice it up), mind maps or use 
post it notes

• PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE - Do lots of practise papers. 
Test yourself by completing past papers or asking a friend 
to test you. This will identify areas of strength and 
weakness.



Mr Abbott 

asks…

Have you tried recording 

your revision notes on 

your phone or as an mp3 

& listen to them back?



Ms Karpinska says watch this…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRtYNGB9nsM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRtYNGB9nsM


Test yourself with flashcards: 

The Leitner method
• Get 3 envelopes/boxes labelled  ‘everyday’  ‘Tues/Thurs’  

and   ‘Friday’
• Start with all flashcards in the everyday box. As you test yourself and get the 

answers correct, move them down to the next day’s box. Any incorrect 
answers have to stay in the everyday box.

• Keep doing this, until by Friday you have a list of secure knowledge you need 
to check less frequently and an everyday box of topics you need to work 
more on.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C20EvKtdJwQ

Miss Tobia recommends:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C20EvKtdJwQ


Mrs Close says:

Stick revision notes all around your room/house



Ms Gite believes in Spacing or 
Inter-levelling DO NOT CRAM!

A widely-held belief/myth: Students can cram a 
variety of subjects for numerous exams and still 
perform at their best, achieving their potential.

The Research Evidence: “Spacing” 
learning leads to better and longer 
retention of information than 
“massing” or “cramming” models.
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STARTING point for revision 
- Make some small revision cards 

THEN create a short list of the key features FROM 
EACH Area of Study and learn off by heart. 

another USEFUL tip - research suggests if we 

Repeat SOMETHING 3 times we are more 

likely to remember it. 
Repeat SOMETHING 3 times we are more likely to remember it.

Repeat SOMETHING 3 times we are more likely to remember it. 

Ms Argyrakis says:


